LEARNING HEART: Weekly Reflections

Week Beginning May 11th 2014 -Chariots of a More Sacred Fire
1962. A wet Sunday afternoon in Cork. Six of us were lined up for the All-Ireland 100 yards sprint
final. There was a puddle in my lane, just where I was trying to secure my starting blocks. This was
a huge blow to my chances of a ‘flying start’, of ‘going with the gun’. Even though recently ordained,
I cursed my luck. Then quietly, the athlete in the adjacent lane (with whom I had previously trained)
simply said ‘I have no chance of winning this race. You have. I’ll switch lanes with you.’
To this day, the memory of that generous gesture lifts my heart. If the roles had been reversed I
would have been found wanting! Moments such as these give us hope in the human capacity for
goodness and compassion. As it turned out, I only managed to take the bronze medal, but in
retrospect I was enriched in a far deeper way.
Sport is about more than the medals, we like to think. Yet we see many examples of ‘win-at-all-cost’
attitudes, of drug abuse and cheating, of desperate and extreme measures taken to capture that
euphoric moment of golden glory before the eyes of millions. Many athletes have freely admitted
they would sacrifice years of their lifespan for the sake of an Olympic medal.
Yet every now and then, when our faith in the human condition begins to waver, there will be a
different kind of golden moment when the human spirit triumphs over the fierce attraction for the
limelight. In the teeth of competition, there will be a flash of grace, a light of compassion, when an
exceptional athlete transcends the will to win, and freely chooses to challenge another more subtle
competitor – the powerful, persuasive rival within, the ego with No. 1 on its shirt . . .
It is to hidden moments and small miracles such as these that people often look for evidence of
spontaneous goodness. They inspire glimpses of hope in a desperately competitive world,
cameos of compassion in a ruthless society. These acts of altruistic love sustain the world.
They are mostly unnoticed in the run of an ordinary day. Even when they happen in the crowded
stadium,
they have a shy invisibility about them. No chariots of fire await the heroes and heroines of the
soul.
Why are some people capable of those astonishing gestures of pure compassion, these sudden
epiphanies of love that never cross the minds of others? One afternoon in May 1988 on a hillside in
Oakland, California, a grandson of Mahatma Gandhi was attempting to give us an answer. He
pointed out that both as individuals and as a planet we are genetically coded for compassion,
for karuna. ‘Competition becomes combat’, he called out, ‘when compassion is absent.’ . . .
Compassion is pure when it makes no distinction between the subjects of its loving concern. It
springs from an
original intimacy that softens the edge of rivalry.
For Christians who believe in the full reality of the incarnation, the Olympics can carry many other
graced moments of meaning. The sheer perfected physicality of athletes, for instance, can reveal
something of the power and beauty of God’s own being. This belief in the humanity of god only
enriches each one’s viewing of the games. In the utter poise and beauty of an athlete’s coordinated
mind and body – the temple of the holy spirit – we catch a reflection of divine elegance, and the
harmony of the Trinity.
A myth has it that racing angels entertained St Columba on Iona. God’s delight was complete in
the little skips and leaps of the boy Jesus over blocks of wood in his father’s workplace. God is
delighted too, St Irenaeus reminds us, wherever humanity excels itself. Christians see the
games as a celebration of both God and humanity – because ultimately these two mysteries are
inseparable.
Even heaven may tune in to watch!
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